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signed, but many issues

the heart of all of these

showed

that
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debates.
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on whether it and other
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active
To achieve this NFLA
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&

the

COSLA SCCORS radio(

with

groups like the Mayors
for Peace, KIMO Inter(

waste

groups,

national & international
government

agencies,

key nuclear regulators
and the NDA.

In 2016 it provided a

national, Cities for a

high

support

Nuclear Free Europe,

The following pages,

service for its member

ICAN(UK and a large

and the NFLA website,

local authorities by both

number of regional and

outline some of this

responding to nuclear

national anti(nuclear &

work in more detail of

policy issues and being

environmental groups.

the 2016 nuclear policy

quality

International networks
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Mayors for Peace
Briefings in 2016:

All can be found on
the NFLA website.

The many organisations NFLA interacted with in 2016
On

behalf

members,
No 7: Peace Boat UK
visit and Oldham Peace
Week.
No 8: Leeds Internat(
ional Peace Lecture and
the return from Manch(
ester to Hiroshima of
1950s children’s art.

New Nuclear Monitor
Briefings in 2016:

All can be found on
the NFLA website.
No 40: Response to
Welsh Affairs
Select
Committee inquiry.

of
the

its
NFLA

Republic of Ireland
Government – Foreign

interacts with a large

Affairs,

body of organisations

and

on all aspects of nuclear

ments, TDs & Senators.

Environment

Energy

Depart(

policy.

No 43: Submission on
second stage of Horizon
consultation on Wylfa B.
No 44: Concerns over
the AP(1000 reactor
design
at
Sellafield
Moorside.

LA groups – Mayors
for Peace, Cities for a
Nuclear

Free

Europe

Govern9

(CNFE), KIMO, NuLEAF,

In 2016 these included:

Scotland,

& SCCORS.

The UK Government

Wales

Northern

– DECC / BEIS, MOD,

Ireland.

and

Parliament Select Com(
mittees.

International bodies
– Euro Commission &

the Foreign Office, UK
Regulatory bodies –

Parliament, the OSPAR

ONR, FSA, SEPA, NDA,

Commission, IMO, IAEA,

HPA,

United Nations.

CoRWM,

EPA,

NFLA Steering Committee work throughout 2016
The

NFLA

Steering

Manchester in February,
March,

June

and

September. It also held
No
42:
Sustainable
alternatives to Hinkley C.

Environment Agency.

Devolved
ments in

aspects of NFLA work.

a SC meeting, AGM and
Annual Policy Briefing in

Reports include updates
on new nuclear build,

Updates on national and

radioactive waste policy,

international

nuclear safety, low level

weapons

radiation

Mayors for Peace are

and

health,

alternatives to nuclear

Dublin in November.

to respond to all nuclear
policy consultations.

Committee (SC) met in
No 41: Submission on
first stage of Horizon
consultation on Wylfa B.

NRW, COMARE and the

nuclear

policy

and

also provided.

power, nuclear security,
Led by the NFLA Chair

nuclear transportation &

& Forum Chairs, the

emergency planning.

at the NFLA’s Steering
Committee meetings in

NFLA Secretary submits
reports

to

it

on

all

Such work will continue

A key part of the work is

2017.

NFLA English Forum joint seminars in Manchester
In

2016,

the

NFLA

special seminar as part

English Forum held 3

of the ‘Beyond Nuclear’

seminars for its member

conference

authorities. To maxim(

Chernobyl & Fukushima

on

ise member time these

anniversaries.

alternatives

for

the

were held after NFLA SC
The NFLA Chair met with the former
Japanese PM Naoto Kan and other
speakers at a special NFLA / NCG / Green
Cross Westminster seminar

meetings in Manchester.
In

March

it

held

a

was very useful.
In September a seminar
renewable

energy

to

new

nuclear was held.
In June a seminar on
decentralised energy &

The next meeting will

defence

be in January 2017.

diversification
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NFLA All Ireland Forum meets in Fingal & Dublin

A NFLA English Forum / SC
seminar on defence diversification
and decentralised energy

The NFLA All Ireland

Its

seminar

The membership of the

Forum

an

held in Dublin looked at

Irish Forum significantly

innovative cross(border

Irish energy futures and

increased in 2016.

consideration of nuclear

the work of the Irish

and

EPA

provides

energy

issues

autumn

in

reference

to

Trainor

from

Paul

Newry, Mourne & Down

Dorfman is the NFLA’s

District Council provides

Its spring seminar held

rep to the EPA Radi(

very useful support to

in

ation Issues Committee.

the

Sellafield.

impacting on Ireland.

Fingal

considered

Dr

NFLA

Secretariat

and the two Forum Co(

Sellafield issues and the
development

Contact with both Irish

Chairs. Its next meeting

of decentralised energy

Governments over the

will be in March 2017 in

in Ireland.

year has taken place.

Newry.

potential
Some London Mayors with the
Peace Boat delegation at special
hibakuska seminar

Sinead

NFLA Scotland meetings in Glasgow & Dunfermline
NFLA Scotland met four

In August it held a

Cathy

times in 2016.

business meeting and

Glasgow

seminar in Dunfermline

provides great support

February

on the impact of Brexit,

to the Forum and Pete

business meeting and

Trident replacement &

Roche an expert policy

AGM in Glasgow, with a

radwaste policy.

advice service for NFLA

It
Manchester’s gingko tree seeds grow at
the Dunham Massey estate. Manchester
is one of 5 Councils now growing
Hiroshima –originated gingko trees

held

seminar

a

on

June

it

City

from
Council

Scotland.

Scottish
In December it held a

energy policy.
In

Birrell

held

short business meeting

Its next meeting will be

a

in Dublin prior to the

its AGM and a business

in

NFLA Steering Comm(

meeting in Glasgow in

Glasgow with a report

ittee, AGM & Annual

February 2017.

on Dalgety Bay.

Policy Briefing.

business

meeting

Peace Boat delegation meets Lord Laird
prior to Parliamentary special seminar

NFLA Welsh Forum meetings in Bridgend & Llangefni
The NFLA Welsh Forum

Fukushima and Wylfa B.

held two seminars in

next

Welsh

Forum’s

meeting

is

In November it held a

planned to be held in

public meeting in Llan(

March 2017 and it will

In June it held a meeting

gefni with PAWB and

be hosted by one of its

in

Council

CADNO on Wylfa B and

South Wales members.

Offices on local energy,

Trawsfynydd, and alter(

renewable energy policy,

native energy futures.

Wales in 2016.

The Lord Mayor of Manchester with Mike
Stevenson and 1950s paintings sent from
Manchester to Hiroshima

The

Bridgend
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Nuclear power debate – new build still inches forward
A focal point of NFLA

obstacles

work in 2016 has been

legal and technical –

challenging

still remain and 2019 is

the

UK

as

–

finance,

the

All can be found on
the NFLA website.
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

No 140 – NFLA
Steering Committee,
February 2016.
No 141 – Budget cuts
to renewable energy.
No 142 – NFLA
Steering Committee,
March 2016.
No 143 – Beyond
Nuclear Conference &
the GIFTS initiative.
No 144 – Response to
Labour Defence
Review.
No 145 – Nuclear
security concerns.
No 146 – Potassium
iodide tablets and
emergencies.
No 147 – NFLA
Steering Committee,
June 2016.
No 148 – Nuclear
liabilities & transport.
No 149 – NFLA
Steering Committee,
September 2016.
No 150 – Scottish EIA
consultation.
No 151 – Irish energy
policy.
No 152 – Decentralised
energy best practice.
No 153 – NFLA SC and
AGM, November 2016.
No 154 – SSGs & LLCs.
No 155 – Brexit and
nuclear policy.

* 154/155 published in Jan 17.

nuclear utility CGN.

Government’s assertion

seen

earliest

NFLA works with the

of the need for new

date construction can

Cities for a Nuclear Free

nuclear build.

begin.

Europe and others to

Caroline Lucas giving the 2016 Leeds Olof
Palme Peace Lecture

NFLA General Policy
Briefings in 2016:

taken on by the Chinese

challenge the need, and
In September, the UK

Consultations have also

note the risks, of new

Government

signed

taken place at proposed

build.

contracts with EDF and

new nuclear sites at

detailed NFLA reports

CGN over developing a

Wylfa, Sellafield Moor(

and consultation sub(

new nuclear reactor at

side and Sizewell. The

missions were produced

Hinkley

Bradwell site has been

in 2016.

Point.

Major

A

number

of

Radioactive waste debate – deep repository or near surface?
A key issue in nuclear

are found by consensus.

policy remains the UK’s

The NFLA Scotland Policy
Advisor attends meetings

large radioactive waste

The NFLA questions the

of the Scottish Govern(

legacy and how it is

policy

ment’s

being dealt with.

of

building

a

repository

as

scientific,

site, near surface’ policy.

many

technical and geological

the waste burden still

issues

requires much work to

resolved.

make

remain
It

‘near

be

In 2016 NFLA submitted

fully

detailed views on Welsh

to
is

its

and

involved in discussion

radwaste policy. It also

secure. No new waste

with the UK Govern(

regularly interacts with

should

ment / RWM’s updated

NuLeaF, SCCORS, NDA &

policy process.

CoRWM.

be

safe

Board

deep(waste

The NFLA believe that

it

Project

implementing

permitted

until long(term solutions

Nuclear weapons and the Trident replacement debate
heavily

It is working with other

in

involved in the UK and

groups to highlight the

weapons ban treaty.

international nuclear we(

cost,

Groups like ICAN and

apons debate. NFLA was

proliferation

disappointed

Trident replacement.

The

NFLA

is

with

the

complexity
issues

and
of

decision of Parliament to

2017

Mayors

a

for

welcomed
NFLA

nuclear

Peace

the

will

vote.
remain

support a replacement of

At the international level,

involved

the Trident system.

the UN voted to discuss

debates in 2017.

in

these
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Co(operation with international partner groups
The NFLA has worked

Glasgow

both on

its

closely with a number

international boards.

take place in Nagasaki
in August 2017.

of international groups
The Leeds Hiroshima –Nagasaki
commemoration event

on

various

nuclear

&

NFLA continues to work

Ireland Mayors, Prov(

with Cities for a Nuclear

osts and Leaders for

Free Europe and KIMO

The Mayors for Peace

Peace

held

International on issues

has 7,196 members and

meetings

February

of mutual concern with

campaigns for a nuclear

and October.

policy areas in 2016.

In

2016

the

UK

Chapter
in

nuclear policy and the

weapons free world. It
Teachers and hibakuska with Hiroshima
art returned from Manchester (see above)

marine environment.

has 90 members in the

The General and Exec(

UK and Ireland with the

utive

cities of Manchester and

Mayors for Peace will

Conference

of

NFLA

also

supports

ICAN(UK and ICBUW.

Rapidly delivering decentralised and renewable energy

Nagasaki Peace Ceremony held on 9
August 2016

A key part of the work

with a Councils(led and

the

of the NFLA is offering a

ambitious energy effici(

continuing

realistic alternative to

ency

renewable subsidies.

nuclear power.

local community micro(

programme

and

All can be found on
the NFLA website.

Its policy is that energy
2016

by a wide renewable

moves

by

energy

Councils

to

mix

including

wave,

district

best practice in decen(

many

tralised energy and how

establish

Irish Councils should also

energy companies and

move forward with such
policies. See the NFLA

heating, hydro(electric,

other

tidal,

develop

•

No 62 – Fukushima
and tritiated water
contamination.

sources. This is coupled

•

No 63 – Delicensing
nuclear reactors.

•

•

•

CHP

and

solar

slash

continuing

saw

No 61 – NDA Strategy
and Business Plan.

•

to

two detailed reports on

needs can be provided

wind,

Government

In 2016 NFLA produced

generation projects.
Radioactive Waste
Policy Briefings in
2016:

UK

strategies

to

decentralised

energy. This is despite

website

for

detailed

information on this work.

NFLA Steering Committee Chair, Vice Chairs & Forum Chairs
The NFLA Chair is Cllr

is Cllr Norman McDonald

Cllr John Trainor (NI)

No 64 – NDA Higher
Activity Waste policy.

Ernie Galsworthy from

of Western Isles Council.

in Ireland and Cllr Ed

No 65 – Waste issues
at the Sellafield site.

He was re(elected at

Forum Chairs for 2017

the NFLA AGM in Dublin

include Cllr Bill Butler in

No 66 – Delicensing
nuclear sites after full
decommissioning.

City Hall.

Scotland;

Cllr

Blackburn

in

Merthyr Tydfil Council.

The NFLA SC Vice Chair

Bridges

and

Cllr

Galsworthy in Wales.

David

Sean Morris has been

England;

the Secretary of the SC

Cllr Mark Dearey (RoI) &

since 2008.
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Co(operation with key non(governmental groups

Attendees at the NFLA Scotland meeting
in Dunfermline City Chambers

Media releases and
letters to the press in
2016:
•

•

NFLA submitted 56
media releases in
2016 across all
aspects of nuclear
policy. These are on
the NFLA website.
NFLA submitted over
40 letters to the
media in 2016
across all aspects of
nuclear policy, which
were emailed to all
its members.

These were published in
media outlets, such as:
• The Guardian
• The Independent
• The Times
• Financial Times
• Morning Star
• Daily Telegraph
• The Scotsman
• The Herald
• N Wales Daily Post
• Western Mail
• Irish Times
• Irish Independent
• Belfast Telegraph
• Shetland Times
• Manchester Ev News
• The Ecologist
• Perth Advertiser
• Caithness Times
• BBC Local Radio
• Irish Local Radio
• Local govt media

The NFLA co(operates

Consulting Group, CND,

The

with a number of like(

ICAN(UK, the Nuclear

attends the BEIS NGO

minded groups, when it

Information Service and

Forum and ONR NGO

can, to promote its aims

local site groups that

Forum meetings, NDA &

and objectives.

are concerned with the

RWM

development

Submarine Dismantling

NFLA seminar speakers
in

2016

have

of

new

nuclear build.

meetings,

Government’s

from groups like the

The

Friends of the Earth,

invited

a

Greenpeace

experts

advising

the

Secretariat

MoD

Group & the Scottish

come

UK,

NFLA

Secretariat

has

number
on

Board

on

Project
radwaste.

of

These allow NFLA to

local

have a direct contact

to

with key nuclear policy

Nuclear Waste Advisory

Councils

Associates, the Nuclear

develop energy policy.

how

makers.

Key priorities for the NFLA throughout 2017
The NFLA’s priorities for

concerns over nuclear

radioactive discharges;

2017 were confirmed at

safety issues;

( highlighting the need

its 2016 AGM in Dublin

( seeking improvements

for sound environmental

and they include:

in nuclear emergency

and

( challenging the need

planning standards;

across energy & nuclear

(

weapons policy;

for new nuclear build;

co(operating

within

( promoting safe long(

international

term solutions for radio(

that

active waste;

power free and nuclear

(

advocating

further

seek

weapon

ethical

principles

networks

( advocating the benefits

nuclear

of decentralised renew(

a

free

able energy solutions.

Europe

research on the effects

and wider world;

The NFLA Service Plan

of low level radiation;

( seeking reductions in

2017 outlines this work

(

airborne

and is on its website.

raising

continuing

and

marine

Joining the NFLA and forthcoming meetings
To join the NFLA please

attend

National

NFLA

Next NFLA meeting:
The

NFLA’s

Steering

contact

the

NFLA

Secretary

for

further

meetings, as well as five

Committee is on 27th

details on our annual

NFLA Steering Committ(

January 2017 in Room

low,

value(for(money

ee meetings. The 2017

301, Manchester Town

affiliation rates. Joining

NFLA AGM will be held at

Hall. Other meetings

NFLA

the end of the year in

are being scheduled.

allows

all

its

members & officers to

Forum

Wales.

seminars

and

